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Elon Musk, like many who grew up in the wake of the Space Race, was a futurist from the start,

dreaming of things like flying cars and spaceships, artificial intelligence and biological

engineering.His parents put him in school early because of his thirst for knowledge. The school

bullies in South Africa taught him how to press on through hardship. His wealthy and accomplished

family gave him the pride of heritage. The writer and philosopher Douglas Adams gave him some

idea of fundamental meaning in the universe. His keen mind, hunger for knowledge, and ability to

make things happen would guide his journey to come.Later in life he would take these ingredients

and become a superstar.After gaining a fortune of his own, he would take the world of technology by

storm, as many in Silicon Valley had done before him. With Tesla Motors, he proved that electric

cars not only worked, but had the potential to be superior to gasoline vehicles in performance,

maintenance, environmentalism, and economics. When his cars became popular and he later

released his patents, he not only forced but also enabled other car companies to develop electric

vehicles of their own, and inspired at least one other car start-up. With the help of SolarCity and the

Tesla Powerwall, he wants to see the power of the sun made more readily available to everyone.

His rocket company would prove not only that he could economically build great rockets and

spacecraft mostly in-house and offer space-bound customers, including NASA and satellite

companies, one of the best deals in the industry, but he would ultimately prove that it is possible to

land a rocket. As he moves SpaceX forward, he is doggedly determined to accomplish the absurd

notion of building huge rockets that will be used to begin the process of colonizing Mars, within the

next few decades.One way or another, it's sure to be a wild ride. It already has been. Join me (and

please excuse a little excited hyperbole) in my exploration of the world of Elon Musk.
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A great read about an inventor, engineer, artist, futurist, and...pretty much everything else. A huge

science nerd; the real-life Tony Stark. (Also, the book works if you're a long-time fan, or if you're just

now heard about him.) If there's a tech-loving bone in your body, you'll love this.

Let me first say that I am not a techie at heart, but I love a few techies in my personal life and am

willing to read to better understand what makes them tick! So a book about the life of Elon Musk is

not the first book I would grab off the shelf. This one grabbed me, however, and was a very

enjoyable read! The author presents a thorough picture of the man and the vastness of his vision!

There is greatness within each of us, and Jordan did a beautiful job opening my mind to the

greatness of Elon Musk. And while I don't find myself dreaming of life on Mars just yet, this book has

inspired me to set my own vision of the future a bit higher!

Found this a bit frustrating if not irritating to read. The author has gathered things off the Internet,

then liberally sprinkled in some of his own views and padded things out. Also used it as a platform

for his religious views. Not particularly informative and can't recommend.

Amazing!!!!!!!!!!
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